Scientific adjectives

1. soluble
2. rigid
3. malleable
4. volatile
5. opaque

6. flexible
7. transparent
8. fragile
9. elastic
curved

10. dense
11. rough
12. curved
13. flammable

Write 5 sentences using 5 of the adjectives above.

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Scientific Adjectives answers

1 flammable
2 soluble
3 malleable
4 opaque
5 fragile
6 elastic
7 transparent
8 rough
9 dense
10 volatile
11 curved
12 flexible
13 rigid
Comparative adjective sorting

Look at the words above and put them in the appropriate column.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>adj. + “er”</th>
<th>More + adj</th>
<th>“y” change to “ier”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Write 5 sentences using the words or phrases above. ONLY USE EACH ADJECTIVE ONCE.

EXAMPLE: Oil is more flammable than water.

1____________________________________________________________
2____________________________________________________________
3____________________________________________________________
4____________________________________________________________
5____________________________________________________________
6____________________________________________________________
Comparative adjective answers

“er”- softer/ faster /longer/harder/wider

“more +”- transparent/flammable/compact/elastic/flexible/soluble/volatile/difficult/painful/dangerous

“ier”- easier/busier/ shinier/messier/heavier